RubyMine 2016.3 EAP (build 163.6110.36) Release
Notes
No subsystem

Bug

RUBY-18659

Exception on attempt to add Ruby on Rails facet to java module

Inspections

Bug

RUBY-18615

'Unless' statement quickfix message has a typo

Plugin Reports

Bug

RUBY-18672

JRuby submodule in Java project uses old configurable interface

Bug

RUBY-18622

Checking node of rbenv SDK doesn't show gems from all checked gemsets

Bug

RUBY-18614

Ruby SDK may not deleted

Feature

RUBY-17069

Puppet hashrocket alignment

Bug

RUBY-18678

ElementDescriptionProvider shows internal info

Exception

RUBY-18676

CompletionProvider throws exception while hit Enter after variable inside of
resource definition

Feature

RUBY-3654

Treat contents of Rails' javascript_tag as javascript

Bug

RUBY-17655

'get available generators script executes with errors:' warning is shown
without errors

Remote
Interpreters

Bug

RUBY-18712

Remote gems are not downloaded

Tests

Bug

RUBY-18171

Rspec tests failing

Bug

RUBY-18364

Cannot run minitest - cannot load such file -- test_helper

Bug

IDEA-162032 Sonarqube results are not getting displayed in the Inspections Tab.

Bug

IDEA-162067 Cannot create plain-text scratch file

Bug

IDEA-161948 CheckRegExp action: the results are not updated on sample or expression
editing

Usability

IDEA-85255

Bug

IDEA-162159 Inconsistent inspection results when "Group by directory" enabled/disabled

Bug

IDEA-55394

Bug

IDEA-156394 Incorrect control flow that reports a condition always true

Feature

IDEA-115600 Advanced syntax coloring not working properly in 'Show Diff' window

Exception

IDEA-162307 Cannot open Diff of SQL file anymore: UnsupportedOperationException:
Should not be called directly

Bug

IDEA-161968 Multiselection cursor location is unexpected

Bug

IDEA-162245 Auto-import is aggressively importing non-existing symbols

IDE
Configuration

Bug

IDEA-162050 Show in files does not work in Debian Linux 8

Java. Refactoring

Bug

IDEA-162154 Removing library attached to a module caused IDE hangs (freezed 'Remove
redundant imports' dialog)

Exception

IDEA-162070 Exception when refactor decompiled .class file

Java.Inspections

Bug

IDEA-162106 "default package" shown as "<default>" in inspection results after exporting
and importing

Project
Configuration

Feature

IDEA-162102 Allow including into module directory located under excluded folder

Bug

IDEA-135096 unable to include source folders under an excluded directory

Puppet

Rails

No subsystem

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Diff_Merge

Editor. Editing
Text

Tool window options like a "Autoscroll to Source", 'sort by type' etc. should be
stored globally, not per-project

'Condition always true' inspection sometimes incorrect when variable modified
in finally block

RegExp

Exception

IDEA-161946 Throwable at
com.intellij.openapi.application.impl.ApplicationImpl.assertIsDispatchThread

Terminal

Bug

IDEA-157927 com.jediterm.terminal.ui.TerminalPanel leaks Timer Object

Bug

IDEA-162329 Cannot set shell path options in Terminal settings

Bug

IDEA-162282 built in terminal doesn't work with zsh

Usability

IDEA-156885 .bashrc is not sourced in IntelliJ IDEA terminal

Unit Testing.
JUnit

Usability

IDEA-161952 Misleading number of passed tests in repeated test runs

User Interface

Feature

IDEA-149545 Force touch go to declaration

Bug

IDEA-154724 Code lens (Scroll Preview) is buggy if there are no ToolWindow on the left
edge

Bug

IDEA-162171 File > Open points to "C:\" directory

Bug

IDEA-162103 "Show Log in Explorer" does't work on 163.5726

Usability

IDEA-162076 Selection highlighting hidden behind fully opaque background image

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-162135 Diff from commit dialog: backspace in commit message editor removes
characters from the code

Version Control.
Git

Bug

IDEA-56814

Version Control.
Log

Bug

IDEA-159852 Git Log is opened in the minimized window when invoked via VCS |
BrowseVCSRepository | ShowGitRepositoryLog in project with no VCS

Exception

IDEA-161650 IAE at com.intellij.ui.ColorUtil.toHex

Version Control.
Perforce

Bug

IDEA-162033 Exception during perforce operations

Version Control.
Subversion

Feature

IDEA-133398 support svn 1.8 automatic reintegration merge

No subsystem

Feature

WEB-40

Custom folding regions should be visible in structure view (CSS)

Build tools

Bug

WEB-23589

Jump to source and Debug shortcuts are hardcoded for build tools tool window

CSS

Bug

WEB-23601

PostCSS: bad inspection CssNegativeValue

File Watchers

Bug

WEB-23553

File Watcher Macros Ignore System Directory Delimiter

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-23565

Support await postfix completion

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-23295

Inspections: "require() is used instead of import": comments breaks converted
import

Bug

WEB-23595

wrong types recognition by function parameter named as 'props'

Bug

WEB-23315

Inspections: "require() is used instead of import": destructing of require is not
converted correctly

Bug

WEB-21789

False 'missing module dependency' violation for 'express-sessions' module

Bug

WEB-23574

Missing import statement: for modules having both jsnext:main and main,
incorrect import results are suggested

Usability

WEB-23570

Intentions: "Convert to Class": correctly sort generated set/get attributes

Feature

WEB-3371

Fully implement the Console API

Bug

WEB-11805

Incorrect DHTML.js, resulting in incorrect inspection

Bug

WEB-8821

Unresolved variable or type 'HTMLSpanElement'

Bug

WEB-18967

Incorrect Event prototype definition makes inspection fail

Bug

WEB-21011

Incorrect type annotation on HTMLDocument.prototype.activeElement in
DHTML.js

JavaScript.
Predefs

Non-ASCII characters display incorrectly in git annotate

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-23598

Convert require() to import: does not work at the moment with relative paths

Bug

WEB-23623

Convert to class: when constructor defined as variable, not converted
duplicate properties are not shown after refactoring

Bug

WEB-23455

refactoring object property

Bug

WEB-23597

"Missing module dependency" inspection "Install module" fix installed
previously typed module-name

Usability

WEB-18399

node.js: record package into package.json quick fix: ask where to create
package.json

Bug

WEB-23344

Typescript Compiler "Cannot start language service process"

Bug

WEB-23614

TypeScript: implementing method can not be static

Bug

WEB-23604

Auto import modules in typescript

Bug

WEB-23580

TypeScript: IntelliSense fails to suggest definitions from global declaration

Bug

WEB-23640

generated files still shown after hiding 'excluded files'

Bug

WEB-23079

Typescript won't suggest or import namespaces using ES6 style imports

Bug

WEB-23446

Typescript autocomplete with nested templates broken without 'use typescript
service' and painfully slow with it.

Unit Tests

Bug

WEB-23664

Protractor: Tests tree: provide "Jump to Source" action

Console

Feature

PY-13498

Copying from PyCharm console to a python file

Bug

PY-20617

Multi-line commands: remove inappropriate inspections

Bug

PY-20619

Multi-line commands: incorrect syntax error for return statement in functions

Bug

PY-20618

Problems with multi-line commands in Python console

Bug

PY-15727

IPython Console: do not show input prompt until previously entered command
is executed

Bug

PY-15731

IPython Console: not able to pass subsequent lines as arguments: UsageError:
%% is a cell magic, but the cell body is empty.

Node.js

TypeScript

Plugin:
Deployment _
FTP..

Cosmetics PY-20615

Multi-line commands: remove double empty lines

Bug

deployment: username and password forgotten after phpstorm restart

WI-33400

